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About This Content

All the original music from tycoon game, Rise of Industry.

16 tracks including one exclusive to the soundtrack that didn't make it into the game.

Track Listing:

#01 - Rise of Industry - Main Theme - 04:01
#02 - The First Loan - 06:29

#03 - Gathering Resources - 07:27
#04 - Green Graph - 07:36
#05 - Headquarters - 07:29

#06 - Zeppelins in The Sky - 08:14
#07 - Profit, Profit, Profit! - 06:30

#08 - Logistics - 08:05
#09 - Clockwork Production - 08:11

#10 - Assembly Line - 09:55
#11 - Tight Focus - 09:19

#12 - Plan and Progress - 06:39
#13 - Research & Development - 07:04

#14 - Rising Up - 07:49
#15 - Money Flow - 06:51
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#16 - Open For Business - 07:24
#17 - A New Day to Thrive - 08:20

#18 - Industrial Victory - 04:43
#19 - Rise of Halloween - 03:55

#20 - Glory Days - 08:43
#21 - Industrial Christmas - 05:22

#22 - Thumping Machinery - 07:43
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Title: Rise of Industry - Official Soundtrack
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Dapper Penguin Studios
Publisher:
Kasedo Games
Release Date: 4 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: N/A

Processor: N/A

Memory: N/A MB RAM

Graphics: N/A

Storage: N/A MB available space

Sound Card: Any

Additional Notes: N/A

English
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no wheelchair for handciapped people! we like to dance to!. I spent hours to get the achivements, which I never do. Only to find
out before I finished the game getting 500 population and the using the portal to leave the island that I have no coal for some
reason. The coal is needed to make tools which seem to be required to pickup the coal near the mine. I watched as my people
starved to death and the undead climed to the hundreds. I sat and watched as every single person died....I finally figured out how
to get enough food to even be able to play as the chicken + - gets pretty confusing the first play though. Thanks for making a
game that let me die alittle inside.. A fun little game; plenty of puns and charming scenery. Point and click adventure games are
a personal favorite of mine.. Very good software. Modeling is good but it especially shines in repairing models. I use it to repair
difficult to find holes and make models ready for printing. It has succeeded at repairing models that even Meshlab could not
load. Painting displacement on the models has made detailing fun and easy. Check out the amazing videos for tutorials on
youtube. You will be very happy buying this program. :). haha this is great xD I love umbrellas scene. Would like to buy more if
if it will come more.. Please tell me this is a ported game from PS1...?
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I have no idea what about this game made me want to purchase it. It's full of typos, the final boss is unbeatable even on easy,
and the storyline casually starts with suicide with no CW? Man, I don't really write reviews, but this was trash enough to make
me want to.. Better than Season 8. The best players are not made overnight. Being the best of the best in CSGO takes
tremendous dedication and skill.
good game just remove cheat in game. Super fun pick up and play arcade racer, almost like a budget motorstorm.. I haven't
quite yet finished the game, but I think I'm near the end, and can give a good review of it.

tl;dr: A bit short, a bit buggy, a bit unpolished, and a bit simple, but still worth it. Their hearts are in the right place, and I want
to see more from them.

The graphics are adequate if unremarkable. The music is very good horror-stress fare; kudos on that. Also, the voice acting is
spot on. On the other hand, the dialogue -- really, monologue -- feels like it's missing something; they are aiming for (I think) a
dark sarcasm, and it works in many places, but there's no spirit in it, and I think with a bit of tweaking it could have been great.

The puzzles rely a lot on scouring the game's areas, but are relatively simple once you've got all the pieces in front of you.
Honestly, that's my biggest let down ... though maybe I've just done so many of these games that I'm jaded. Your mileage may
vary.

As this is still in the first few weeks of release, there's still a *lot* of little bugs, though nothing game breaking; just enough to
yank you out of the experience. And there's no way right now to customize controls, though I think that's coming in the future.

Basically, I hope the developer learns from their mistakes and continues to make games like this.. For an entirely free game to
be released in multiple chapters this has very detailed drawings, fun interactions and hilarious commentary. The people that
created this put a very large amount of time and effort into this game and by releasing it in seperate chapters are allowing
themselves to be open to our reviews and thoughts.

10/10 would sail horse again.. I really enjoyed the game. Great art and setting, I appreciate the cultural detail that was put into it.
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